
Early Childhood
Program

2020-21 Reopening Guide



Dear Early Childhood Families,    

The following response measures are based upon the guidance of the CDC and the American Academy
of Pediatrics as well as the experience of fellow Waldorf schools and early childhood centers. It is our
intention to follow these measures in the most natural, unassuming way so that the goodness, beauty
and warmth of kindergarten is honored. 

Some of the measures described here have been implemented for years, some are new, but all are
small, perhaps unnoticeable changes from a child’s perspective. For example, more elbow room at the
table, more outdoor time, a few less silks on the toy shelf and a change of routine to table setting. 

For both new and returning students, these measures will be seamless and in good keeping. There are
always new ways and new approaches at the start of each school year for the children! Nothing should
seem amiss and the joy and wonder of childhood and of play will remain at the heart of all we do. 

We look forward to the return of the children and to embracing this school year with wisdom and tact.
We hope to see you at the garden gate.     

In love and well being,
COFS Early Childhood Teachers

Dory Wheatley, Lead Teacher
Kari Cottrell, Lead Teacher

Letter to Parents
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Modes of operation - Early Childhood Program 

Mode 1: Modified Indoor Instruction

CLASSROOM

You can find detailed information about the three modes of operation that we will implement at any
given point during the year depending on the state of the pandemic within our COVID-19 Response &
Reopening Plan. These options have been developed to ensure that we will be prepared to adjust
quickly whatever situation may arise.

CONSIDERATIONS

On-campus, in indoor Early Childhood classrooms

Small class sizes
Kindergarten divided into pods if greater than 10 students

Reimagined snack preparation and meal experience
Frequent hand washing
Increased school and classroom sanitization
Teachers utilizing face shields

Mode 2: Modified Outdoor Instruction

CLASSROOM

CONSIDERATIONS

Kindergarten: Increased outdoor time on-campus
Parent/Toddler: Off-campus at nearby park or nature center

Explore the Kindergarten and Parent/Toddler sections for operational differences

Mode 3: Beyond the Classroom (Remote Learning)

CONTENT DELIVERY

CONSIDERATIONS

Remote learning initiated during mandated school closure or in response to
recommendations from local health department. 

See: Beyond the Classroom on pg. 9 or 13 for further information.
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http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf


Early Childhood
Kindergarten



The entire class will come together indoors for approximately 45 minutes each day for spatially
distanced snack time and for storytelling.
Children will be evenly spaced several feet apart in their color “houses” on the Kindergarten rug
for storytelling and will be assigned seats nearest their pod classmates.
An additional table will be added for snack time so that children will be evenly spaced several feet
apart at the table and will always be seated with the same children who are part of their pod.
Cubby spots and scheduled use will also be arranged according to class pod, as well as hand
washing and bathroom breaks.
Teachers will not require or expect social distancing amongst the children in Early Childhood, but
will create conditions that naturally allow for it where possible (i.e., creating pods as needed
indoors and outdoors, spaced seating at the rug and table). 

If a Kindergarten class has enrollment greater than 10 children, the class will be placed in equal and
consistent pod groups for indoor play, cooking, artistic and purposeful work and circle. For example,
if our class is fully enrolled at 14, the class will be split into two pods of 7 children that will remain
consistent. Each pod will rotate indoor class time and outdoor time (or time in the gymnasium or
adjacent early childhood room in inclement weather). If pods are created:

The spacing indoors will be natural and comfortable for the children. For instance, they will simply
find there is more elbow room at the table. Faculty and staff will practice social distancing with each
other within and throughout the building, as well as outdoors, and adults will wear masks indoors as
mandated and/or deemed individually necessary for safety. 

Increased outdoor time

Coloring and simple crafts
Organized circle games
Puzzles and table games
Imaginary play with the fairy house (or other classroom toys)

As described in the COVID-19 Response and Reopening Plan, we will
begin the 2020-21 school year in Mode 2: Modified Outdoor Instruction.
In this mode, outdoor time will be increased for all Kindergarten
children and will be where the majority of our day is spent.

In addition to play options, artistic and purposeful activities will be
brought outdoors. These may include: 

In case of sudden rain or a prolonged rainy day, pods may be formed
(see: Spacial distancing and pods below) and kept while indoor space is
utilized in the gymnasium or adjacent early childhood classroom.
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Spatial distancing and pods

http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf


Whether children in the Early Childhood program wear masks through the day is entirely up to
parents. While teachers will do their best to help the child keep the mask on, they will not discipline
around this, and if a child continually removes their mask to the parents' discomfort, the child should
be kept at home.

Our Early Childhood teachers believe allowing the children to see the faces of caregivers and peers
provides an emotionally safe space for children as they grow in trust and social skills and is crucial for
language development. Indoors, teachers will adhere to any local mask mandates and any guidelines
put in place by the Kansas City Health Department. Teachers will not wear masks outdoors at all. If
and when the mask mandate is lifted, we will re-evaluate our policy at that time. 

When face covering is necessary, teachers will use face shields that are supported on the collarbone,
worn like a necklace and extending to the crown of the head, so that full facial expressions and smiles
are always seen. On rare occasions, a mask may be used indoors briefly, if deemed absolutely
necessary.

Your teacher will make conscientious changes to intimate exchanges with children, but will continue
to hold them on laps, give them hugs and console them when necessary. Your teacher will generally
keep more distance when children are on a lap or in front of us, not leaning in to their face or level as
they usually would do.

Masks and face shields
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Hand hygiene

On arrival to the school or into the classroom
Before and after all meals and snacks
After toileting, handling tissues or trash
At regular intervals of transition throughout the day 

Before and after any handling any food
Between close interactions with children
At additional regular intervals throughout the day

Our Early Childhood classrooms are equipped with a sink, allowing students to have a dedicated area
to wash their hands at regular intervals throughout the day. When outdoors, we will have hand-
washing stations available. Songs and verses will be shared with the children that teach hand
washing. Children will wash their hands:

In addition to the washing times above, teachers will wash their hands:

Single use paper towels will be used at all times. If hand washing is not feasible, we will use hand
sanitizer that meets the standard of 62% alcohol.



Teachers will prepare all fresh foods independently of the children with clean hands.
Children will take turns with helping to prepare foods that will be baked in the oven or boiled by
stovetop or pressure cooker. 
Teachers will serve snack individually to each child with clean hands rather than children setting
the table or passing bowls.
All snack ware and utensils will be stored visibly, but out of reach of the children.
Placemats and cloth napkins will not be used during meal time. Instead, the snack table will be
laid or “set” with additional centerpieces by the children to create a space of warmth and beauty.
Hands will not be held for blessing. Blessings will still be said together, with meaningful hand
movements and verses.
Children will scrub their dishes in a single pot of warm soapy water after snack as a gesture of
responsibility and community, then simply set them in an empty wash tub for thorough re-
washing and sanitizing by teachers. This will be followed by hand washing.
The table will be cleaned and disinfected after each snack, meal or food preparation activity.

Snack preparation is an essential part of the Early Childhood curriculum that allows young children to
make connections to the natural world. Your teachers have worked to reimagine what this
relationship between child and food will look like for this year:

Lunch
Lunch will be eaten together outside, picnic style, in one of two areas: tucked into a grassy corner
near the south lawn of the church with a minimum of three adults present, or at the picnic table on
the playground. These options will increase outdoor time for everyone and ease curbside pick up at
the end of our school day.
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Snack preparation, serving and lunch
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General cleaning and disinfecting
We will utilize Force of Nature and thymol-based products to clean, sanitize and disinfect our school.
More information regarding this cleaner can be found in the COVID-19 Response & Reopening Plan.

During the school day, toys will be put away and surfaces wiped and sanitized after children have
gone outdoors and between groups of children playing indoors. Art materials such as crayons and
paint brushes will be for individual child’s use and sanitized before being stored. All soft or cloth toys
will be minimized for use and laundered fresh for each day. Playground equipment will be disinfected
throughout the day and in between use by each class or pod.

A daily deep cleaning will occur at the end of each day by the teacher. Toys that were used during the
day will be cleaned and disinfected. After cleaning, any frequently touched surfaces will be sprayed
with disinfectant and allowed to dry overnight.

In addition to a UV filtered air purifier or similar filtration system being installed in each indoor
classroom (pending final approval by the COFS Board and Keystone Church Board), at least two
windows will be open at all times in the Kindergarten classroom and fans will be placed nearby to
increase fresh air circulation.

All-school sanitization efforts will be focused on on high-contact areas such as door knobs, light
switches, faucet handles indoors. Outdoor high-contact areas include playground equipment, door
knobs and railings.

Bathrooms will be disinfected on an ongoing basis throughout the day, with a deeper clean after a
class takes its scheduled use of the facilities.

Parent/child support
At times children need the extra support of a parent nearby as they transition into their school day.
The Kindergarten day will begin and end with outdoor play. Parents will be welcome to stay with their
child outdoors on the playground for the time needed for this transition. We ask that parents be
mindful of space and interaction on the playground, for everyone’s safety.

http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf
http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf
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Beyond the Classroom

A weekly curriculum guide with circle time, stories, arts or crafts, nature walks, and recipes
Audio files of stories told or read by the teacher
Audio files of songs and verses spoken by the teacher
Weekly or daily Kindergarten online “circle times” including storytelling or puppet shows
All needed art and craft project supplies will be provided by the school

Should the Early Childhood program need to move to Mode 3: Beyond the Classroom, for remote
learning at any point in the school year, the remote learning will include:

Curriculum delivery
Whenever possible, we will attempt to provide printed copies of instruction to limit the use of screen
time for families. When online platforms are required, we will utilize:

Google Classroom: Each class will have a Google Classroom where parents and/or students can
access curriculum content.

Zoom: Parents and/or students will be provided with a Zoom video link to be used for live classes and
socialization sessions.

Parent support
In addition to your child's curriculum content, you will receive direct support and educational
resources on child development and Waldorf philosophy to aid and strengthen your new role in your
child's education. Teachers will make effort to be available for questions and support at designated
times during the week.

It is our intention to minimize any time spent in distance learning and to keep the Early Childhood
program open for learning and care throughout the school year.



Early Childhood
Parent/Toddler
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Outdoor classroom
As outlined in the COVID-19 Response & Reopening Plan, we will
begin our year in Mode 2, by providing modified outdoor
instruction. We're excited to take our own parent/toddler learning
experience beyond four walls and welcome you to join us at in the
great outdoors!

We will be meeting at a park no more than a 15-minute drive from
the school for the duration of COFS operating in Mode 2. We are
still scouting our best options, but are currently leaning toward
Cave Springs Park – the home of our annual Martinmas Festival!

Schedule
In order to accommodate families who have multiple children across our programs, we will need to
adjust our start and end times. 

In addition, please understand that our parent/toddler days may shift depending on final enrollment
confirmations.

Daily rhythm
Our daily rhythm will have a few changes but will mostly hold the same elements as before. Here is a
sample of a possible rhythm:

Meet & greet
Free play and purposeful work
Circle
Snack
Nature hike and/or child's craft
Puppet play
Goodbyes

9:15
9:30

10:15
10:30
11:00
11:30
11:45

Snack
Snack will be provided but will be prepared ahead of time and brought to our outdoor
location. Placemats and cloth napkins will be laundered daily regardless if they were used or soiled. 

Hands will not be held for blessing this year. Blessings will still be said together, with meaningful
hand movements and verses. Children and/or their parents will scrub their dishes in a single pot of
warm soapy water after snack as a gesture of responsibility and community, then simply set them in
an empty wash tub for thorough re-washing and sanitizing by the teacher. 

You are welcome to bring lunch and continue your day after class has dismissed.

http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf
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Hand hygiene

On arrival to the school or into the classroom
Before and after all meals and snacks
After toileting, handling tissues or trash

When meeting outdoors, a hand-washing station will be available for use, as well as hand sanitizer
that meets the standard of 62% alcohol.

Hand washing or sanitizing is expected: 

In addition to the washing times above, Teachers will wash their hands at regular intervals
throughout the day.

General cleaning and disinfecting
We will utilize Force of Nature and thymol-based products to clean, sanitize and disinfect our school.
More information regarding this cleaner can be found in the COVID-19 Response & Reopening Plan.

Daily cleaning will be completed at the end of each day by the Teacher. During Mode 2, toys and
equipment brought by the teacher that were used during the day will be cleaned and disinfected at the
end of each day.

During Modes 1 and 2, art and craft materials such as crayons, paint brushes and sewing needles will
be for individual use and sanitized before being stored.

Face coverings
Whether parents and their children wear face coverings throughout the day is entirely up to each
family. Teachers will not wear face coverings outdoors at all. Teachers believe allowing the children to
see the faces of caregivers and peers provides an emotionally safe space for children as they grow in
trust and social skills and is crucial for language development.

Teachers will make conscientious changes to intimate exchanges with children, but will continue to
let them climb onto their lap, give them hugs and the like when initiated by the child. If you have any
questions or concerns, please speak directly with Ms. Kari.

http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf
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Beyond the Classroom

A weekly curriculum guide with circle time, stories, arts or crafts, nature walks, and recipes.
Weekly "circle times" held online, including storytelling or puppet shows
Audio files of songs and verses spoken by the teacher.
Parent evenings via Zoom
All necessary art and craft project supplies

Should the Early Childhood program need to move to Mode 3: Beyond the Classroom, for remote
learning at any point in the school year, the remote learning will include:

Curriculum delivery
Whenever possible, we will attempt to provide printed copies of instruction to limit the use of screen
time for families. When online platforms are required, we will utilize:

Google Classroom: Each class will have a Google Classroom where parents and/or students can
access curriculum content.

Zoom: Parents and/or students will be provided with a Zoom video link to be used for live classes and
socialization sessions.

Parent support
In addition to your child's curriculum content, you will receive direct support and educational
resources on child development and Waldorf philosophy to aid and strengthen your new role in your
child's education. Teachers will make effort to be available for questions and support at designated
times during the week.

It is our intention to minimize any time spent in distance learning.



Additional requirements
Additional requirements will be modified over time as recommendations evolve.

Regardless of strict adherence to these guidelines, infectious transmission is always possible.
Everyone who comes to City of Fountains School including children, teachers and parents should be
comfortable with the requirements set forth above or should postpone their enrollment.


